Three-Dimensional Timeline

- Must be no bigger than standard-size poster board
- Must be divided into equal time units
- Must contain at least 10 important dates and have at least 2 sentences explaining why each date is important
- Must have a meaningful, creative object securely attached beside each date to represent that date
- Must be able to explain how each object represents each date

Mind Map

- At least 8.5” by 11”
- Used unlined paper
- Must have one central idea
- Follow the “no more than 4” rule—no more than 4 words coming from any 1 word
- Should be neatly written or developed using a computer program

Class Game

- Game will allow everyone in the classroom to participate
- Must have only a few, easy-to-understand rules
- Should be inventive or a new variation on a current game
- Must have multiple question opportunities
- Must provide answer key before the game is played
- The game must be approved by the teacher before being scheduled for play

Questionnaire

- Neatly written or typed
- At least 10 questions with possible answers, and at least one answer that requires a written response
- Questions must be helpful to gathering information on the topic being studied
- At least 15 people must provide answers to questionnaire
Scrapbook

- Cover of scrapbook must have a meaningful title and student’s name
- Must have at least five themed pages
- Each page will have at least one meaningful picture
- All photos must have captions

News Report

- Must address the who, what, where, when, why, and how of the topic
- Script of report turned in with project, or before if performance will be “live”
- Must be either performed live or recorded on video

Letter

- Neatly written or typed
- Uses proper letter format
- At least three paragraphs in length
- Must follow type of letter stated in the menu